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Lighter
E L E M E N T S

Biofilm Aglow-Glow
Microbial research has come a long way
since the days of Anton von Leeuwen-
hoek and his microscopes and animal-
cules. Researchers have spent a lot of
time learning about the various ways
that bacteria eke out an existence and
fend off chemical and predatory attacks. 

Biofilms are formations of bacte-
ria that take on different biological
characteristics when they grow as a
film, including increased resistance to
various antibiotics. They exist on prac-
tically every surface imaginable, from
the pipes in your house (even with
chlorine in the water) to the outsides
of your internal organs and inside your
urethra. Even the pearly whites in
your mouth are suspect because the
plaque on human teeth is composed
of a bacterial film.

But not all of the research has
focused on the biological badness of
bacteria. In fact, scientists and artists
at Montana State University’s Center
for Biofilm Engineering (CBE) have
been busily working to create works
of art out of glowing bacterial biofilms
(www.erc.montana.edu/bioglyphs). 

The researchers used a species of
ocean vibrio that bioluminesce when
they form films of sufficient density.
Phil Stewart, a director of research
at the CBE and who is involved in
the collaboration, says, “There is a
signaling process that when they [the
vibrio] get to a critical density, then
they actually turn on the light.” 

Several art graduate and under-
graduate students were taught to make
the designs and then, with the help
of the researchers, they learned how
to paint nutrients and the bacteria
onto petri dishes. The dishes were
then arranged on the walls of an exhi-
bition room. 

“We found that certain densities
of bacteria live longer than others,”
says Peg Dirckx, a visual communi-
cator at the CBE. “So certain plates
[appear to] come forward because they
are lighter, and certain plates start to
recede because they get darker.” 

The interesting effects were a hit
with audiences, generating questions
like “Why do they make light? What

advantage do they
have? How do they
do it? Why do they
need to do it? They
are going to die?
They are alive right
now? You’re not
projecting this on
the wall?”

“We had all the

art students over three times at least,”
says Betsey Pitts, a researcher at the
CBE. “They had to learn microbiolo-
gy. They had to put lab coats on,
and they liked that actually. They
[artists and researchers] had to learn
how to paint with medium, so we all
worked together learning how to work
with this medium.” Dirckx adds,
“the science students really appreci-
ated seeing what other people could
come up with using the kinds of mate-
rials that they would typically use in
the lab that you would never think
of normally.”

(To learn more about the biofilm
research, see “Scientists create bonds
with artists” Anal. Chem. 2003, 75,
166 A–173 A.)

Michael Felton ◆
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Please send your work-related 
stories to the Editorial Office as
listed on page 3. If your humor 
is published, you will receive a
Today’s Chemist at Work souvenir.By day (left), we see plates of mild-mannered biofilms, 

but when the lights go out (right), it’s showtime.


